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order to simulate computation. Indeed, there is no class below NP for which a logic isknown that captures that class over all structures. In this paper we show that the situationis a little more subtle with respect to relativized complexity classes, i.e., complexity classesde�ned with respect to oracles. In particular, the class LOGSPACENP , which containsNP and which has a natural logical characterisation when an order is available [22, 23, 8]appears not to be capturable without the restriction to ordered structures. Indeed, weshow that the characterisations that work on ordered structures are unlikely to work inthe absence of order, as this would imply the collapse of certain complexity theoretichierarchies.More generally, it appears that there is a trade-o� between the power of the oracle andthe complexity of the machine. The more powerful the oracle, the weaker we can makethe basic machine while still having a capturable complexity class. With the empty oracle,neither LOGSPACE nor PTIME seems to be logically characterizable. With oracles inNP, PTIMENP can be captured by a logic, but this seems unlikely for LOGSPACENP .However, we show that with �p2 oracles, both LOGSPACE�p2 and PTIME�p2 can be cap-tured.2 Background and NotationA signature � = hR1; : : : ; Rmi is a �nite sequence of relation symbols, Ri , each withan associated arity ni . A structure A = hA;RA1 ; : : : ; RAmi over signature � , consists ofa universe A and relations RAi � Ani interpreting the relation symbols in � . Unlessotherwise stated, we will assume that the universe of every structure considered is �nite.We write jAj to denote the universe of the structure A , and card(S) for the cardinalityof a set S . We will assume, in general, that the universe of A is an initial segment of thenatural numbers, i.e., jAj = n = f0; : : : ; n� 1g for some n . In the special case when thesignature � is empty, we call A a pure set of size n , denoted by hni .The basic equality type of a tuple s = ha1; : : : ; aki in a model A is the quanti�erfree formula V(i;j)2S(xi = xj) ^ V(i;j)2T :(xi = xj), where S = f(i; j)jai = ajg andT = f(i; j)jai 6= ajg . Note that in a pure set hni each tuple is described up to isomorphismby its basic equality type.An (m-ary) query q (also sometimes called a global relation) is a map from structures(over some �xed signature � ) to (m-ary) relations on the structures, that is closed underisomorphism. That is, if ha1; : : : ; ami 2 q(A), and f is an isomorphism from A to B ,then hf(a1); : : : ; f(am)i 2 q(B). A 0-ary query is also called a Boolean query. When werefer to the complexity of a query q , we mean the complexity of the decision problem:given a structure A and a tuple s of elements of A , is it the case that s 2 q(A)? Here,the complexity of a query is always measured in terms of the size of the structure, i.e. thecardinality of its universe.The m-ary query de�ned by a formula ' with free variables among x1; : : : ; xm mapsa structure A to the relation fs 2 jAjm j A j= '[s]g . We say that a query is expressible(or de�nable) in a logic L if there is some formula of L that de�nes it.We write FO, LFP, etc. both to denote logics (i.e., sets of formulas) and the collectionsof queries that are expressible in the respective logics. By a class of structures, we mean acollection of structures that is closed under isomorphisms of the structures (or equivalently,2



a Boolean query). We say that a logic L captures a complexity class C if a query is de�nablein L if, and only if, it is in C .2.1 Inductive and In�nitary LogicLet ' be a �rst order formula in the signature �_hRi , where R is k -ary. On a � -structureA , ' de�nes the operator, �A(RA) = fs 2 jAjk j hA; RAi j= '[s]g . If ' is an R -positiveformula (that is, all occurrences of R in ' are within the scope of an even number ofnegations), then �A is monotone, and has a least �xed point. This least �xed point canbe obtained by iterating the operator �A as follows: '0A = ; ; 'm+1A = �A('mA): Themth stage of the induction determined by ' can be uniformly de�ned over all structuresby a �rst order formula which we denote by 'm: The set inductively de�ned by ' onA , denoted '1A , is the least �xed point of the operator �A , that is, '1A = 'mA ; wherem = jj'jjA is the least natural number such that 'm+1A = 'mA . Observe that, because thestages of the induction are increasing, and because there are only nk distinct k -tuples,where n is the cardinality of jAj , it must be the case that jj'jjA � nk .We write LFP for the extension of �rst order logic with the lfp operation whichuniformly determines the least �xed point of an R -positive formula. That is, for anyR -positive formula ' , lfp(R; x1; : : : ; xk)'(x1; : : : ; xk) is a formula of LFP and A j=lfp(R; x1; : : : ; xk)'[s] if, and only if, s 2 '1A .Even if ' is not R -positive, we can de�ne an induction, the stages of which areincreasing, by iterating the inationary operator �0A given by �0A(RA) = �A(RA) [ RA .We call the �xed point obtained in this way the inationary �xed point of ' . We write IFPfor the extension of �rst order logic with the ifp operation, which uniformly de�nes theinationary �xed point of a formula. That is, the relational expression ifp(R; x1; : : : ; xk)'denotes the inationary �xed point of ' . Gurevich and Shelah [11] showed that on �nitestructures, IFP is equivalent to LFP. Immerman [14] and Vardi [25] independently showedthat when we include a total ordering on the domain as part of the logical vocabulary, thelanguage LFP expresses exactly the class of polynomial time computable properties:Theorem 2.1 ([14],[25]) On ordered �nite structures, LFP = PTIME.If we take an arbitrary formula ' and iterate the corresponding operator �A , thesequence of stages may not be increasing and therefore may or may not converge to a�xed point. De�ne the partial �xed point of ' to be 'mA for the least m such that'm+1A = 'mA , if such an m exists, and empty otherwise. Because there are only 2nk setsof k -tuples over a structure of size n , if such an m exists, then m � 2nk . We can thende�ne another logic called PFP which extends �rst order logic by the partial �xed pointoperaror pfp , similar to the operator ifp . The relational expression pfp(R; x1; : : : ; xk)'denotes the partial �xed point of ' . It has been shown that on ordered structures, thelogic PFP captures the complexity class PSPACE [25, 1].Let Lk be the fragment of �rst order logic which consists of those formulas whosevariables, both free and bound, are among x1; : : : ; xk: Let Lk1! be the closure of Lk underthe operations of conjunction and disjunction applied to arbitrary (�nite or in�nite) setsof formulas. Let L!1! = Sk2! Lk1!: The logic L!1! was introduced by Barwise in [2].Kolaitis and Vardi [17] showed that LFP and PFP are fragments of L!1! on the class ofall �nite structures. 3



2.2 Generalized Quanti�ersLet C be any collection of structures over the signature � = hR1; : : : ; Rmi (where Ri hasarity ni ) that is closed under isomorphism. We associate with C the generalized quanti�erQC . For a logic L , de�ne the extension L(QC) by closing the set of formulas of L underthe following formula formation rule: if '1; : : : ; 'm are formulas of L(QC) and x1; : : : ; xmare tuples of variables with the length of xi being ni , then QCx1 : : : xm('1; : : : ; 'm) is aformula of L(QC). Here the quanti�er QCx1 : : : xm binds only those occurrences of thevariables among xi which are in 'i ; all other free occurrences of variables remain free. Thesemantics of the quanti�er is given by: hA; si j= QCx1 : : :xm('1(x1; y1); : : : ; 'm(xm; ym)),if and only if, hjAj; 'A1 [s1]; : : : ; 'Am[sm]i 2 C , where 'Ai [si] = ft 2 jAjni j A j= 'i[t; si]g .We are primarily interested in vectorized quanti�ers. Given a class of structures C , letCk be the class of all structures hA; S1; : : : ; Smi such that Si � Akni and hAk; S(k)1 ; : : : ; S(k)m i2 C , where S(k)i is the relation Si thought of as an ni -ary relation on Ak . Then, theextension of a logic L with the set of quanti�ers fQCk j k 2 !g is denoted L(QC).For a set of generalized quanti�ers Q , we write L(Q) for the extension of the logicL by all the quanti�ers in Q . Thus, for instance, FO(Q) denotes the extension of �rstorder logic by the generalized quanti�ers in the set Q . Note, however, that LFP(Q) is notwell-de�ned for an arbitrary set Q of quanti�ers. This is because, in the presence of non-monotone quanti�ers, positivity of a formula ' is no longer a guarantee for monotonicityof the corresponding operator �A . We will avoid this problem by considering logics of theform IFP(Q) instead of LFP(Q).2.3 Some Complexity ClassesPTIME and NP denote the classes of all languages recognizable in polynomial time bya deterministic and nondeterministic Turing machine, respectively. The class ETIME(NETIME) consists of all languages recognizable by a deterministic (nondeterministic)Turing machine in time O(2kn), where n is the size of the input and k is some constant.Note that ETIME is not closed under polynomial time many-one reductions (short, �pm -reductions). Therefore one often prefers to consider the more robust class EXPTIMEwhich consists of all languages recognizable by a deterministic Turing machine in timeO(2nk), where n is the size of the input and k is some constant. ETIME is a propersubset of EXPTIME. Moreover, EXPTIME is identical to the closure of ETIME under�pm -reductions. Anagously, NEXPTIME is the nondeterministic version of EXPTIMEand is equal to the closure of NETIME under �pm -reductions.LOGSPACE, LINSPACE and PSPACE denote the classes of all languages recogniz-able by deterministic Turing Machines using logarithmic, linear, and polynomial workspace,respectively. Note that PSPACE is the closure of LINSPACE under �pm -reductions.NLOGSPACE is the nondeterministic version of LOGSPACE. NLINSPACE is the non-deterministic version of LINSPACE. It is currently not known whether LOGSPACE =NLOGSPACE or whether LINSPACE = NLINSPACE. On the other hand, PSPACEcoincides with nondeterministic PSPACE.If C is a machine-based complexity class and and D is any complexity class, thenCD denotes the class of all languages recognizable by a C Turing machine having accessto an oracle A in D . The notion of relativization (i.e., of oracle access) is the standardnotion due to Ladner and Lynch [18]. In particular, the query tape is erased after a4



EBH =Si EBHi , where: EXPBH =Si EXPBHi , where:EBH1 = NETIME EXPBH1 = NEXPTIMEEBH2i = fA \ �B j A 2 EBH2i�1 and B 2 NETIMEg EXPBH2i = fA \ �B j A 2 EXPBH2i�1 and B 2 NEXPTIMEgEBH2i+1 = fA [ B j A 2 EBH2i and B 2 NETIMEg EXPBH2i+1 = fA [B j A 2 EXPBH2i and B 2 NEXPTIMEgTable 1: De�nition of exponential Boolean hierarchies EBH and EXPBH.EH = Si�ei , where: EXPH = Si�expi , where:�e0 = ETIME �exp0 = EXPTIME�ei = NETIME�pi , for i > 0 �expi = NEXPTIME�pi , for i > 0�ei = co��ei �expi = co��expiTable 2: De�nition of exponential hierarchies EH and EXPH.query is answered; moreover, the oracle query strings of a space bounded machine are notthemselves subject to the space bound.The complement of a language A is denoted by �A . For a complexity class C , co�Cdenotes the class fA j �A 2 Cg .The Boolean Hierarchy over NP (or simply the Boolean Hierarchy), denoted by BH,consists of all laguages that can be recognized by evaluating a Boolean combination of NPqueries. More formally, BH is the union of all classes BHj de�ned as follows:BH1 = NPBH2i = fA \ �B j A 2 BH2i�1 and B 2 NPgBH2i+1 = fA [B j A 2 BH2i and B 2 NPg .The Polynomial Hierarchy, denoted by PH, is the union of all classes �pi and �pi for0 � i , where �p0 = �p0 = PTIME and for each i � 0, �pi+1 = NP�pi and �Pi = co��pi .An interesting class contained in the Polynomial Hierarchy and containing the BooleanHierarchy is LOGSPACENP . Several di�erent characterizations of this class exist, for anoverview see [27]. In particular, LOGSPACENP is identical to the class PTIMENP [O(log n)]of languages recognizable in polynomial time with a logarithmic number of queries to anoracle in NP.The Boolean Hierarchy and the Polynomial Hierarchy have analogues at the exponen-tial level. In particular, NETIME gives rise to the (linear) exponential Boolean hierarchyEBH and to the (linear) exponential hierarchy EH. In turn, NEXPTIME gives rise tothe (full) exponential Boolean hierarchy EXPBH and to the (full) exponential hierarchyEXPH 1 . The exact de�nition of these hierarchies and their classes is given in Tables 1and 2. Concerning the de�nitions of �ei and �expi in Table 2, note that a �ei+1 Turingmachine may ask exponentially long queries to its �pi oracle, similarly for a a �expi+1 Turingmachine.For each complexity class C � PH de�ned in this paper we de�ne the linear exponentialversion E(C) and the full exponential version Exp(C) in Table 3.The following proposition is well-known. The proof is by simple padding arguments.1The ETIME and EXPTIME hierarchies are sometimes referred to as the weak ETIME hierarchy andthe weak EXPTIME Hierarchy, respectively. They should not be confounded with the Strong ExponentialTime Hierarchy studied in [12]. 5



Basic class C Linear exponential version E(C) Full exponential version EXP (C)PTIME ETIME EXPTIMENP NETIME NEXPTIME�pi �ei �expi�pi �ei �expiPH EH EXPHBHi EBHi EXPBHiBH EBH EXPBHLOGSPACE LINSPACE PSPACENLOGSPACE NLINSPACE PSPACELOGSPACENP LINSPACENP PSPACENPTable 3: Exponential versions of basic classes.Proposition 2.2 For each basic class C appearing in the �rst column of Table 3, theclosure under �pm -reductions of E(C) is equal to Exp(C).For a natural number n , bin(n) denotes its standard binary encoding. If A is alanguage over f0; 1g� , denote by 1A the set of all words in A pre�xed with 1. The tallyversion of A is the language tally(A) = f1njbin(n) 2 1Ag .It is well-known that there is an exponential jump in complexity if we proceed fromthe tally version to the binary version of a language (see [9]).Proposition 2.3 Let C be any class appearing in the �rst column of Table 3. It holdsthat for each language A, tally(A) 2 C i� A 2 E(C).If C is a complexity class, then a C quanti�er is a generalized quanti�er (i.e., a set ofstructures) in C . In particular, we will deal with NP quanti�ers and with NLOGSPACEquanti�ers in this paper.2.4 Capturing Complexity ClassesAs observed earlier, Theorem 2.1 crucially depends on the presence of a linear order inthe structures considered. If arbitrary structures are considered, then LFP is too weak tocapture PTIME. It remains an open question whether there is some logic that capturesPTIME over arbitrary structures. Similarly, it is also not known if there is any logicthat captures the class LOGSPACE. Indeed, no logical characterisation is known for anycomplexity class below NP.On the other hand, NP and many complexity classes above it have been shown to becaptured by appropriate logics. One exception is LOGSPACENP , for which the knownlogical characterizations hold only for ordered structures. In particular, Stewart [22, 23]has shown that the logic FO(Ham) (i.e., �rst order logic extended with vectorized versionsof the Hamiltonicity quanti�er) captures LOGSPACENP on ordered structures. Gottlob[8] extended this result and showed that for a large number of natural complexity classes C(among which POLYLOGSPACE, all classes of the Polynomial hierarchy, and all classesof the Exponential Hierarchy), the following holds: If a set Q of quanti�ers is complete forC under �rst order reductions, then FO(Q) captures LOGSPACEC on ordered structures(related results can be found in [19, 6]). It was posed as an open question in [8] whether thisresult extends to arbitrary structures. We show in this paper that this result is unlikely to6



extend to arbitrary structures, in as much as capturing LOGSPACENP by �rst order logicwith NP quanti�ers would imply the collapse of the Boolean hierarchy over NEXPTIME.(When we speak about a collapse of a hierarchy, we mean a collapse to some �nite level,but not necessarily to the �rst.)Of course, it remains di�cult to prove negative results { i.e., that some complexityclasses cannot be captured by any logic. Indeed, showing such a result for LOGSPACENPwould separate many complexity classes (not least of all, it would separate P from NP),since (see Section 6) any complexity class containing PTIMENP that is closed undercompositions is captured by some logic. Moreover, it follows from results in [4] that ifLOGSPACENP is captured by any logic, then it is captured by one that is an extensionof �rst order logic by a single vectorized generalized quanti�er (though not necessarily anNP quanti�er).3 A Normal Form ResultLet Q be a set of generalized quanti�ers. Recall that L!1!(Q) denotes the extension ofL!1! by the quanti�ers in Q . Note that if Q is in�nite, then a formula of this logicmay contain occurrences of in�nitely many di�erent quanti�ers in Q . We will restrict ourattention to the fragment of L!1!(Q) which consists of formulas containing only �nitelymany di�erent quanti�ers (but a single quanti�er is allowed to have in�nitely many distinctoccurrences).De�nition 3.1 Let Q be a set of quanti�ers. L�(Q) is the logic consisting of all formulas' that belong to L!1!(Q0) for some �nite subset Q0 of Q.Our aim is to prove that, on the class of pure sets, L�(Q) collapses to a small fragmentof FO(Q) consisting of formulas that do not involve any nesting of the quanti�ers inQ . The proof of this normal form result is heavily based on the analysis of Lk1!(Q)-equivalence types that was carried out by Dawar and Hella in [5]. In fact, the collapse ofL�(Q) to FO(Q) on pure sets was already proved in [5], but without giving any explicitnormal form.De�nition 3.2 Let ' be a formula of L�(Q).1. ' is a basic at formula if it is either atomic, or of the form Qx1 : : :xm(�1; : : : ; �m)for some Q 2 Q and quanti�er free formulas �1; : : : ; �m .2. ' is in at normal form if it is obtained from basic at formulas by successiveapplications of Boolean operations and �rst order quanti�cations.Theorem 3.3 Let Q be a set of quanti�ers. For any formula ' of L�(Q) there exists aformula  of FO(Q) in at normal form such that ' and  are equivalent on the classof pure sets.Proof. Let '(x1; : : : ; xl) be a formula of L�(Q) over the empty vocabulary. Thus,there is a k < ! and a �nite Q0 � Q such that ' belongs to Lk1!(Q0).7



In [5] it was proved that each pure set2 hni can be characterized up to Lk1!(Q0)-equivalence by a sentence of the form�n = ^1�i�m9x1 : : :9xk i ^8x1 : : :8xk _1�i�m i ^^1�j�r 8x1 : : :8xk('j $ j);where the formulas  i are basic equality types, the formulas j are disjunctions of basicequality types, and each of the formulas 'j is of the form Qx1 : : : xm(�1; : : : ; �m) for someQ 2 Q0 and quanti�er free formulas �1; : : : ; �m . That is, for every n0 < ! , hn0i j= �n ,if and only if, hn0i and hni satisfy the same sentences of Lk1!(Q0). Furthermore, theLk1!(Q0)-equivalence type of each l -tuple t 2 nl can be de�ned by a formula of the form�n;t(x1; : : : ; xl) = �n ^ 8xl+1 : : :8xk _1�i�p i;where, again, the formulas  i are basic equality types.Let F be the set of all pairs (n; t) such that hni j= '[t] . We claim now that theformula  = _(n;t)2F �n;tis equivalent to ' on pure sets. Indeed, if hni j= '[t] , then (n; t) 2 F , whence hni j=  [t] .On the other hand, if hni j= �n0;t0 [t] for some (n0; t0) 2 F , then hn0i j= '[t0] and t satis�esthe same Lk1!(Q0)-formulas in hni as t0 in hn0i . In particular, hni j= '[t] .Clearly the formula  is in at normal form. It remains to show that  is (equivalentto) an FO(Q)-formula. To see this, observe that since the set Q0 is �nite, there areonly �nitely many di�erent formulas of the form �n;t up to logical equivalence. Hence thein�nite set F can be replaced with a �nite subset F0 that contains a representative forthe Lk1!(Q0)-equivalence type of each pair (n; t) 2 F .Corollary 3.4 For every formula ' of PFP(Q) there exists a formula  of FO(Q) inat normal form such that ' and  are equivalent on the class of pure sets. In particular,PFP(Q) collapses to FO(Q) on pure sets.Proof. A straightforward modi�cation of the proof that PFP � L!1! (see [17]) showsthat PFP(Q) � L!1!(Q). Since each formula of PFP(Q) contains only �nitely manydi�erent quanti�ers, we actually get the inclusion PFP(Q) � L�(Q). Hence the claimfollows from Theorem 3.3.Note that Corollary 3.4 implies the same at normal form also for formulas of IFP(Q),since clearly IFP(Q) � PFP(Q).If Q consists of NP quanti�ers, then the at normal form given in Theorem 3.3 canbe further simpli�ed.2The result in [5] is formulated for complete structures over an arbitrary vocabulary. The claim forpure sets is obtained by considering the special case of the empty vocabulary.8



Corollary 3.5 If Q is a set of NP quanti�ers, then, on the class of pure sets, everysentence FO(Q) is equivalent to a Boolean combination of NP properties.Proof. Let ' be a sentence of FO(Q). By the proof of Theorem 3.3, on pure sets, 'is equivalent to a �nite disjunction Wn2F �n of sentences of the form�n = � ^ ^1�j�r 8x1 : : :8xk('j $ j);where � is a �rst order formula, each of the formulas j is quanti�er free, and each of theformulas 'j is the result of a single application of some quanti�er Q 2 Q to quanti�erfree formulas. Thus, ' is equivalent to a Boolean combination of �rst order formulas andformulas of the form 8x1 : : :8xk(:'j _ j)^ 8x1 : : :8xk(:j _ 'j):Since each 'j is NP-computable, and both NP and co�NP are closed under disjunctionsand universal quanti�cation, the claim follows.4 Negative Results about Generalized Quanti�ersThe aim of this section is to provide evidence for the fact that over arbitrary (i.e., un-ordered) structures, LOGSPACENP cannot be captured by �rst order logic (or even �x-point logic) plus NP quanti�ers. In particular, we show that if such a capturing resultwere possible, then a rather unexpected collapse of certain exponential complexity classeswould occur.For a language A over f0; 1g� , Pureset(A) denotes the set of structures arising fromencoding each word of A as a pure set. More formally,Pureset(A) = fhni j 1n 2 tally(A)g:Theorem 4.1 If there exists a family Q of NP quanti�ers such that FO(Q) capturesLOGSPACENP , then1. EBH = LINSPACENP and EBH collapses to some of its member classes; and2. EXPBH = PSPACENP and EXPBH collapses to some of its member classes.Proof. Let A be a language in LINSPACENP . Then, by proposition 2.3, tally(A)lies in LOGSPACENP and so, by hypothesis, Pureset(A) is expressible in FO(Q). ByCorollary 3.5, there exists a at FO(Q) formula expressing Pureset(A), and this formulais equivalent to a Boolean combination of NP properties. It follows that Pureset(A)and thus tally(A) is in BHk for some constant k . Therefore, by Proposition 2.3, A isin EBHk . It follows that LINSPACENP � EBHk . Since, on the other hand, EBHk �EBH � LINSPACENP , it follows that EBHk = EBH = LINSPACENP . This proves 1. Tosee 2, recall that the closures under �pm -reductions of EBHk , EBH, and LINSPACENPare EXPBHk , EXPBH, and PSPACENP , respectively (Proposition 2.2). Thus it musthold that EXPBHk = EXPBH = PSPACENP .9



The identity EXPBH = PSPACENP and the implied collapse of EXPBH would gen-erate great surprise among complexity theorists. Most researchers dealing with theseclasses tend to believe that EXPBH is a proper hierarchy which is properly containedin PSPACENP . In fact, it is well known that PSPACENP coincides with the classPTIMENEXPTIME of all problems solvable in polynomial time with polynomially manyqueries to a NEXPTIME oracle [13]. On the other hand, all problems in EXPBH canbe solved in polynomial time with a constant number of queries to a NEXPTIME oracle.It would be rather surprising if polynomially many queries to such an oracle could bereplaced by a constant number of queries.There are interesting problems complete for PSPACENP . Here are two examples (fordetails see [9]):� Let �2 denote the �rst order closure of existential second order logic (SO9). Theproblem of evaluating (varying) �2 formulas over the �xed structure hf0; 1gi iscomplete for PSPACENP . (In other terms, the expression complexity of �2 isPSPACENP .)� Evaluating (varying) �rst order formulas with Henkin quanti�ers over a �xed �nitestructure is PSPACENP complete.No algorithms are known that solve those problems in polynomial time with a constantnumber of calls to a NEXPTIME oracle.Note that by Corollary 3.4, we immediately get the following corollary to Theorem 4.1:Corollary 4.2 If one of the following facts hold, then EBH = LINSPACENP , EXPBH =PSPACENP , and EBH and EXPBH both collapse to a �xed level k .1. LOGSPACENP is included in IFP(Q) or in PFP(Q) for some set Q of NP quan-ti�ers.2. PTIMENP is captured by IFP(Q) for some set Q of NP quanti�ers.3. PTIMENP is included in PFP(Q) for some set Q of NP quanti�ers.It is thus unlikely that for any set Q of NP quanti�ers, IFP(Q) captures PTIMENP .This is particularly interesting, because, as we will see below in this paper, the classPTIMENP can be captured by an appropriate logic.Let us conclude this section with an interesting remark concerning the collapse of theBoolean Hierarchy over NEXPTIME. By well-known result of Kadin [16] and Yap [26],the collapse of the Boolean Hierarchy BH entails the collapse of the entire PolynomialHierarchy PH to its third level �p3 . One may thus ask if analogous results hold also inthe exponential cases, e.g., if the collapse of EXPBH would entail the collapse of theentire Exponential Hierarchy EXPH to some �xed level. Unfortunately, Kadin's proofdoes not carry over to the exponential case. There is evidence that proving the analogousresult to Kadin's for the exponential Hierarchy would require much stronger techniquesand a major complexity theoretic breaktrough. In fact, the following interesting resultwas recently shown by Mocas [20]: 10



Proposition 4.3 ([20]) If EXPTIME = NEXPTIME ) NEXPTIME = EXPH thenPH is properly contained in NEXPTIME.Note that there is currently no proof that the Polynomial Hierarchy is properly con-tained in NEXPTIME. Such a proof would be a major breakthrough. Many other resultson EXPH are given in [12, 13, 20, 21, 9].The premise in Mocas' Result mentions the total collapse of EXPH, i.e., the collapseof EXPH to its �rst level NEXPTIME. By applying basically the same proof argumentas the one used by Mocas [20] in the proof of proposition 4.3, we can show that a similarresult holds if collapses to any level are considered.Theorem 4.4 If there is a constant k such that a collapse of EXPBH (to any level)implies a collapse of EXPH to �expk , then PH is properly contained in �expk .Proof. Assume a partial collapse of EXPBH implies a collapse of EXPH to �expk .Assume �expk = PH. Since �expk has complete problems, then also PH must has completeproblems, and thus PH collapses to some of its classes �pi . By the hypothesis, thisentails a collapse of EXPH to �expk . Let m = max(i; k). By a hierarchy theorem (seeMocas [20, 21]) it holds that �pm 6= �expm , and thus PH 6= �expm = �expk . Contradiction.Therefore, �expk 6= PH and thus PH is properly contained in �expk .Note that currently no level k is known such that PH is a proper subset of �expk(though it can be seen that such a k must exist).5 On Capturing PTIME Using Generalized Quanti�ers.By using similar methods as for Theorem 4.1, we show that it is very unlikely that PTIMEcan be expressed by extending �xed point logic with NLOGSPACE quanti�ers.Theorem 5.1 If IFP(Q) captures PTIME for a family Q of NLOGSPACE quanti�ers,then ETIME = NLINSPACE and EXPTIME= PSPACE.Proof. Assume the premise holds for a particular family Q of NLOGSPACE quanti-�ers. Let A be a language in ETIME. Then tally(A) is in PTIME and so Pureset(A), byCorollary 3.4 can be expressed by a at FO(Q) formula. Since FO � LOGSPACE, suchat formulas can be evaluated in LOGSPACENLOGSPACE = NLOGSPACE. (The latterequality follows from the well-known result by Immerman and Szelepcs�enyi [15, 24] statingthat NLOGSPACE is closed under complementation.) Thus tally(A) is in NLOGSPACEand therefore A is in NLINSPACE. Hence, ETIME = NLINSPACE. By taking the clo-sures under �pm -reductions (see Proposition 2.2), we then also get EXPTIME = PSPACE.A similar proof yields the following.Theorem 5.2 If PTIME is included in PFP(Q) for some family Q of NLOGSPACEquanti�ers, then ETIME = NLINSPACE and EXPTIME = PSPACE.11



6 Capturing Relativized Complexity ClassesIn this section we consider the question of which relativized complexity classes can becaptured by some logic. To make this question precise, we can ask for which complexityclasses are the isomorphism-closed properties in that class recursively indexable.It su�ces to focus on isomorphism-closed properties of graphs. To consider machinesthat compute graph properties, we choose the following representation of graphs as binarystrings. A graph on the set of vertices f0; : : : ; n� 1g is represented by a binary string oflength n2 . There is a 1 in the ith position of this binary string if, and only if, there isan edge (u; v), where (u; v) is the ith pair in the lexicographical ordering of all pairs inf0; : : : ; n � 1g2 . Let G denote the set of binary strings that encode graphs, and for anya; b 2 G , we write a �= b to denote that the graphs represented by a and b are isomorphic.De�nition 6.1 A function C : G ! G is a canonical labelling function, if:� for any a 2 G , a �= C(a); and� for any a; b 2 G , if a �= b, then C(a) = C(b).In [10], Gurevich shows that, if there is a polynomial time computable canonical la-belling function, then there is a logic that captures PTIME. This is easily generalised tothe following observation:Proposition 6.2 If C is a recursively presented complexity class, which contains a canon-ical labelling function, and is closed under compositions, then the class of isomorphism-closed properties in C is recursively indexable.Blass and Gurevich [3] observed that, for any polynomial time decidable equivalencerelation on strings, there is a corresponding canonical element function in PTIMENP .Their method, in fact, works for any equivalence relation that is decidable in NP, andhence, in particular, for the graph isomorphism problem. In the latter case, the canonicalelement function is just a canonical labelling funtion. For the sake of completeness, wesketch below a PTIMENP algorithm that computes, for any a 2 G , the lexicographically�rst b 2 G such that a �= b .The oracle set is the setI = f(x; y) j 9z9w x �= z and z = ywg:It is clear that I is in NP.The algorithm, using the set I as oracle is now as follows:1. input(x);2. out := " (the empty string);3. for i := 1 to n2 do:3a. write (x; out0) on the oracle tape, and query the oracle;3b. if oracle answers yes then out := out0 else out := out1;4. output(out). 12
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